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        Iran says Israeli presence in UAE is a threat    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                DUBAI (Reuters) – The commander of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards navy said on Tuesday Israel’s presence in the United Arab Emirates was a threat to Tehran and this “should not happen”. Iran has threatened to retaliate for suspected Israeli airstrikes on its consulate in Syria’s capital last week that killed seven Revolutionary Guards officers including…            
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        Germany denies accusation of aiding a genocide in Gaza at World Court    
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                By Stephanie van den Berg THE HAGUE (Reuters) -Germany denied accusations on Tuesday that it was aiding genocide in Gaza by selling Israel arms in a suit to the top U.N. court by Nicaragua reflecting mounting legal action in support of Palestinians. Germany has been one of Israel’s staunchest allies since the Oct. 7 attacks…            
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        UK police have ‘robust’ plan in place for Arsenal soccer match    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – British police will have a “robust policing plan” in place for a soccer match between Arsenal and Bayern Munich in London on Tuesday evening, a police statement said. “We’re aware of online and media reports in relation to calls to target matches across Europe and here in London,” London’s Metropolitan Police said.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK police have ‘robust’ plan in place for Arsenal soccer match        
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        Factbox-Who are the elderly Swiss women behind the landmark climate court case win?    
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                (Reuters) – The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) on Tuesday ruled in favour of a group of elderly Swiss women who said their government’s inadequate efforts to combat climate change put them at risk of dying during heatwaves. Here is some information about this group: WHO ARE THE KLIMASENIORINNEN? The association of Swiss women,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Factbox-Who are the elderly Swiss women behind the landmark climate court case win?        
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        UK and Rwanda look forward to first migrant deportation flights in spring    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and Rwandan President Paul Kagame are looking forward to the first flights under Britain’s plan to deport asylum seekers to Rwanda taking off in the spring, a readout of their meeting said on Tuesday. “The leaders also discussed the pioneering UK and Rwanda Migration and Economic Development…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK and Rwanda look forward to first migrant deportation flights in spring        
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        Harris completes steadfast journey to become Ireland’s youngest premier    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) – When Simon Harris made headlines in his local County Wicklow newspaper in 2003 for criticising the government, the future Irish prime minister was described as “a well-known local activist”. He was 16 years old. Harris on Tuesday became Ireland’s youngest ever premier, an ascent that while swift owing to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Harris completes steadfast journey to become Ireland’s youngest premier        
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        Simon Harris elected new Irish prime minister    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) – Simon Harris became Ireland’s youngest ever prime minister on Tuesday, succeeding party colleague Leo Varadkar with less than a year to boost the coalition government’s bid to halt a first electoral victory by left-wing Sinn Fein. The 37-year-old former health and higher education minister, best known for helping steer…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Simon Harris elected new Irish prime minister        
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        Spanish PM to lobby EU partners for Palestinian state recognition    
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                MADRID (Reuters) – Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez will meet several of his European Union counterparts over the next week to try to garner support for the recognition of a Palestinian state, the government said on Tuesday. Sanchez’s agenda includes meetings with the prime ministers of Norway, Ireland, Portugal, Slovenia and Belgium focusing on the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Spanish PM to lobby EU partners for Palestinian state recognition        
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        Ukraine struck Russian aviation factory in Voronezh region, Ukrainian spy source says    
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                (Reuters) -Ukraine’s military spy agency GUR struck a main production facility of a Russian aviation factory in Russia’s Voronezh region, a Ukrainian intelligence source told Reuters. Russia’s defence ministry said earlier on Tuesday that two drones were downed over the region. The source said the 711th aviation repair plant in the town of Borisoglebsk was…            
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        Serbia closer to deal over Rafale jets with France, President Vucic says    
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                BELGRADE (Reuters) – Serbia could soon sign a deal on the procurement of 12 Rafale multi-purpose fighter jets from France, President Aleksandar Vucic said on Tuesday. Vucic, who is on a two-day visit to France, said he and President Emmanuel Macron reached concrete agreements over the purchase of the Rafale planes. “The contract is expected…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Serbia closer to deal over Rafale jets with France, President Vucic says        
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        Basel researchers find more plastic in Antarctic than previously thought     
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                There is far more plastic in the Antarctic Ocean than previously assumed as a large proportion of it was so small that previous studies failed to detect it.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Basel researchers find more plastic in Antarctic than previously thought         
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        Swiss climate policy shortcomings violated human rights, top court rules    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Gloria Dickie, Kate Abnett and Christian Levaux STRASBOURG, France (Reuters) -Europe’s top human rights court ruled on Tuesday that the Swiss government had violated the human rights of its citizens by failing to do enough to combat climate change. The European Court of Human Rights’s (ECtHR) decision on the case brought by more than…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Swiss climate policy shortcomings violated human rights, top court rules        
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        Russia, Kazakhstan evacuate over 100,000 people amid worst flooding in decades    
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                ORSK, Russia (Reuters) -Russia and Kazakhstan ordered more than 100,000 people to evacuate after swiftly melting snow swelled mighty rivers beyond bursting point in the worst flooding in the area for at least 70 years. The deluge of melt water overwhelmed scores of settlements in the Ural Mountains, Siberia and areas of Kazakhstan close to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russia, Kazakhstan evacuate over 100,000 people amid worst flooding in decades        
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        Israel says more aid is entering Gaza, but figures disputed    
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                By Gabrielle Tétrault-Farber and James Mackenzie GENEVA/JERUSALEM (Reuters) – Israel says aid is moving into Gaza more quickly after international pressure to increase access, but the amount is disputed and the United Nations says it is still much less than the bare minimum to meet humanitarian needs. Israel said 419 trucks – the highest since…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Israel says more aid is entering Gaza, but figures disputed        
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        Landmark ruling: Switzerland’s climate policy violates human rights    
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                The European Court of Human Rights has decided that Swiss authorities are responsible for not implementing efficient climate change policies and violating the right to life of a group of elderly women in Switzerland.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Landmark ruling: Switzerland’s climate policy violates human rights        
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        Soccer – France, Spain tighten security for Champions League games citing Islamic State threats    
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                PARIS/MADRID (Reuters) – France and Spain will step up security ahead of the Champions League quarter-finals being held in Madrid and in Paris on Tuesday and Wednesday nights, top government officials said, citing threats from the Islamic State. “Regarding the game that will take place in the Paris region, the head of police has considerably…            
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        Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet Palestinian demands but is under review    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) -Hamas said on Tuesday that an Israeli proposal on a ceasefire in their war in Gaza met none of the demands of Palestinian militant factions, but it would study the offer further and deliver its response to mediators. The proposal was delivered to the Palestinian Islamist movement by Egyptian and…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet Palestinian demands but is under review        
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        Chaos of Gaza war forces Christians to bury dead in Muslim cemeteries    
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                By Mohammed Salem GAZA (Reuters) – Too frightened to travel on dangerous roads that lead to their graveyards in Gaza, Palestinian Christians are lowering their loved ones into the ground in Muslim cemeteries amid the chaos of war between Israel and Hamas. “I’ve been working at this cemetery for almost 10 years and this is…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Chaos of Gaza war forces Christians to bury dead in Muslim cemeteries        
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        Australia to consider recognising Palestinian state, foreign minister says    
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                By Kirsty Needham SYDNEY (Reuters) – Australia’s foreign minister Penny Wong said Canberra would consider recognition of a Palestinian state, a shift in policy as the international community looks for a two-state solution to end the Israel-Palestinian conflict. In a speech on Tuesday evening, Wong backed comments by Britain’s foreign minister David Cameron who has…            
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        Explainer-How three European human rights cases could shape climate litigation    
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                By Gloria Dickie and Emma Farge LONDON (Reuters) – Does government inaction on climate change violate human rights?  That is the question the European Court of Human Rights addressed in Strasbourg, France, as it ruled on three separate climate cases as part of a growing trend of communities bringing climate lawsuits against governments.  The verdicts set a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Explainer-How three European human rights cases could shape climate litigation        
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